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1. (a) What does the term operations strategy mean? How is it different from corporate strategy?

Briefly explain with an example.

(b) What is business process re-engineering? Briefly state it. Discuss the procurement to pay (P to

P) cycle in an ERP system.

(c) In an integrated manufacturing and distribution system, how DRP and MRP are linked?

Discuss it briefly.

(d) What is Nervousness in MRP system? State at least four reasons for its occurrence. What

strategies an organization should adopt to minimize it? Mention at least two. 5x4=20

2. (a) Suppose that a simple moving average of span is used to forecast a time series that

varies randomly around a constant mean, i.e. Yt = J.l + Et • At the start of the period t., the

process shift to a new mean level say, J.l + 8. Show that the expected value of the moving

average is 3
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(b) Prove that the simple exponential smoothing approach with smoothing constant a is a

biased estimators for the linear trend model [Y: = Po ~ P1 t + Et]; and the amount of bias is

- [((1- a)/«)JP1' 3

(c) Using single exponential method, find out find out forecast for the 6th. period for the

tabulated data. Assume first period observation as initial forecasted value and consider a =

0.2 Also calculate Mean absolute deviation (MAD) and Mean absolute Percentage error

(MAPE) 4

Period 1 2 3 4 5

Observed value 210 150 145 195 310



3. (a) A popular brand of tennis shoe has had the following demand history by quarters over a

three year period

1990 Demand 1991 Demand 1992 Demand

1 12 1 16 1 14

2 25 2 32 2 45

3 76 3 71 3 84

4 52 4 62 4 47

Using the data from 1991 and 1992, determine initial values of the intercept, slope and

seasonal factors for Winter's method. Assume that the observed demand for the first quarter

of 1993 was 18. Using a. = .2, ~ = .15 and 'Y = .10, update the estimates of the series, the

slope, and the seasonal factor.

What are the forecasts made at the end of the first quarter of 1993 for the remaining three

quarters of 1993? 6

(b) What is tracking signal in forecasting? What information is gathered through it in forecasting?

State the relationship between MAD and standard deviation of error of forecast (consider forecast

error is normally distributed). 4

4. (a) Following is the MPS of two products

Week No 1 2
... 4 5 6,)

Product A 10 25 5 10

Product B 5 20 20 20

Two units of component C are required for the manufacture of end product A whereas only one unit

of component C is required for end product B Construct the MRP record for component C given the

following where yield rate of C is 90% 4

(i) Procurement lead time =I weeks (ii) Lot size = 40 units (iii) Inventory balance at the start of

week 1 = 20 (iv) Schedule receipt at the beginning of week 1 = 25 (v) Safety stock = 5 units

(b) With a neat sketch show the three major control phases of the MPC system. How is MRP II

different from original MRP? 3

(c) Distinguish between Periodic order quantity (POQ) and Lot for Lot (LFL) policy. When POQ

policy becomes LFL policy? State two situations where LFL policy is desired. 3
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